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This Structural Math Model for the Meteorological Satellites Project (METSAT) Advanced Microwave Sounding Units - A
(AMSU-A), A1 Module, provides the description for the NASTRAN finite element model that is separately forwarded on
computer disk. This is a description of the model at Critical Design Review (CDR), scheduled in April 1996. The report has
been prepared in accordance with GSFC S-480-79, Performance Assurance Requirements (PAR) for the Earth Observing
System (EOS) & Meteorological Satellites Project (METSAT) Advanced Microwave Sounding Units - A.
1.1 IDENTIFICATION
This is the Structural Math Model for the Meteorological Satellites Project (METSAT) Advanced Microwave Sounding Units
- A (AMSU-A), Module A1. This report is submitted to fulfill the requirements of Contract NAS 5-32314 CDRL 102,
Structural Math Model, for the METSAT AMSU-A1 Module. The Structural Math Model for the A2 module has been
submitted under separate cover.
1.2 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this report is to document the NASTRAN bulk data deck, a'ansmitted under separate cover. The Structural
Math Model is used to verify the structural adequacy of the AMSU-A1 instrument for loading environments specified in the
GSFC S-480-79, Performance Assurance Requirements (PAR).
1.3 DOCUMENT STATUS AND SCHEDULE










Performance Assurance Requirements for the Earth Observing System (EOS)
& Meteorological Satellites Project (METSAT) Advanced Microwave Sounding
Units - A
GSFC 422-11-12-01 General Interface Requirements Document (GIRD) for EOS Common








Integrated Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A) METSAT Stress
Analysis Report, A1 Module
Report 10372A
February 1996
Earth Observing System (EOS)/Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A
(AMSU-A) Structural Math Model - A1 Module
Report 10381
June 1995
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3.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
Figures la thru ld display the NASTRAN finite element model of the METSAT AMSU-A1 structure. The basic coordinate
system used in the METSAT analysis is identical to that used in the EOS analysis (Ref. Aerojet Report 10381). This
orientation differs from the METSAT PAR document which utilizes the spacecraft coordinate system identified on GE ATN








The METSAT AMSU-A1 finite element model is a modification of the EOS AMSU-A1 finite element model. The METSAT
AMSU-AI Module is mounted to the spacecraft through a sidemount bracket. The EOS AMSU-A1 Module is mounted from









Lower Baseplate - Different designs and drawings.
Sidemount - Only on METSAT.
Top Panel - Different designs and drawings.
Left Panel - Different designs and drawings.
Radiator Panel - Only on METSAT.
Signal Processor - METSAT has 2 Cards in Upper Card Cage.
EOS Upper Card Cage is empty. METSAT has 4 different Cards in Lower Card Cage.
Power Control/Monitor - Different designed enclosure and connectors.
Insulation and Mirror Tile representations - Modified.
The NASTRAN finite element model prepared for EOS AMSU-A1 and shown in Aerojet Report 10381 is modified for the
METSAT AMSU-A1 design. In The current METSAT effort, a more refined NASTRAN model has been developed to more








Bar/Beam Elements (CBAR AND CBEAM)
Rectangular Plate Elements (CQUAD4)
Triangular Plate Elements (CTRIA3)





























The model is constrained for static design load cases along the three orthogonal axes on the sidemount at each of the 16
spacecraft mounting bolt locations and along the two transverse axes (X and Z in Figure 1) at the 2 dowel pin locations. The



























TABLE I CONCENTRATED MASS ELEMENTS (CONM2)
CONM2 GRID ITEM NO. INCR TOTAL
ELEMENT POINT CONM2 WEIGHT WEIGHT
(LB) (LB) (LB)
4957-4976 3001-3010, 3031-3039 LOWER WARMLOAD 20 0.1469 2.938
4977-4996 2941-2950, 2971-2980 UPPER WARMLOAD 20 0.1469 2.938
10341-10344 1345, 2154, 2130, 1365 UPPER CAGE CARD RETAINER 4 0.034 0.136
5747-5748 3735, 3711 LOWER CARD CAGE CARDS 2 0.601 1.202
5749-5758 3706-3708, 3730-3732 LOWER CARD CAGE CARDS 10 0.475 4.75
3749-3750, 3760-3761
5743-5744 3676-3677 LOWER CARD CAGE CARDS 2 0.057 0.114
5759-5760 3764, 3753 LOWER CARD CAGE CARDS 2 0.64 1.28
5761-5762 3663, 3665 LOWER CARD CAGE CARDS 2 0.251 0.502
5745-5746 3699-3700 LOWER CARD CAGE CARDS 2 0.294 0.588
1748-1750 2547, 2549, 2551 UPPER SHELF COMPONENTS 3 0.40333 1.20999



























































UPPER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.23668 0.9467
UPPER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.22168 0.8867
UPPER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.39656 1.58625








LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.1025 0.41
LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.39281 1.57125
LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.1725 0.69
LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 8 0.24838 1.987
LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.0635 0.254
0.2924LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 1.168
LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.12 0.48
LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.15925 0.637
LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 4 0.19375 0.775
0.10333
851-854








863-865 LOWER SHELF COMPONENTS 3 0.22933 0.688




TABLE I CONCENTRATED MASS ELEMENTS (CO _M2)
CONM2 GRID ITEM NO. INCR TOTAL
ELEMENT POINT CONM2 WEIGHT WEIGHT
9561 r 8876_ 8315, 7842




SIDEMOUNT T-BLANKET 8 0.04 0.32
10035-10037 2768_ 2764, 2760 ALIGNMENT CUBE 3 0.116 0.348
4997-5000 2224, 2223, 2218, 2219 DC/DC CONVERTER 4 0.91 3.64
4945-4956 1970-1981 LOWER FEEDHORN & SHROUD 12 0.04167 0.5
4933-4944 2036-2038, 2047-2050 UPPER FEEDHORN & SHROUD 12 0.04167 0.5
2058-2062
4630 4077 LOWER REFL MOTOR ROTOR 1 1.25 1.25
4629 4078 LOWER REFL RESVLR ROTOR 1 0.31 0.31
4755-4770 4630-4645 LOWER REFL MOTOR STATOR 16 0.1 1.6
4771-4786 4646-4661 LOWER REFL RESOLVER 16 0.047 0.752
4215 4391 UPPER REFL MOTOR ROTOR 1 1.25 1.25
4214 4392 UPPER REFL RESVLR ROTOR 1 0.31 0.31
4707-4722 4597-4612 UPPER REFL MOTOR STATOR 16 0.1 1.6
4723-4738 4613-4628 UPPER REFL RESOLVER 16 0.047 0.752
5001-5004 1961, 1963, 1885, 1883 DETECTOR PREAMP 4 0.7225 2.89
5037-5054 1435, 1445, 1580-1586 UPPER B-PLATE T-BLANKET 18 0.00257 0.04633
1588, 1590-1596, 1598
5055-5706 2884-2899 LOWER REFL T-BLANKET 16 0.00182 0.02904
5071-5086 4597-4612 UPPER REFL T-BLANKET 16 0.00182 0.02904















6833 6669 PWR CNTRL/MON CONNECTOR 1 0.044 0.044
6834 6670 PWR CNTRL/MON CONNECTOR 1 0.022 0.022
6835 6671 PWR CNTRL/MON CONNECTOR 0.022 0.022
6836-6838 5966, 5911, 5999 PWR CNTRL/MON RELAY 3 0.06 0.18





CONM2 GRID ITEM NO. INCR TOTAL
ELEMENT POINT CONM2 WEIGHT WEIGHT
(LB) (LB) (LB)
5824-5832 2065-2067, 2077-2079 TRANSISTOR ASSEMBLY 9 0.055 0.495
2089-2091
10122-10127 10963-10968 RADIATOR PANEL BRACKET 0.0053 0.0318
10742-10751 11275,11323,11315,11307 UP CARD CAGE CONNECTOR 5 0.01 0.05
11307,11299






TABLE II MATERIAL PROPERTIES
MAT'RL MAT'RL COMPONENT E _ p
ID TYPE (PSI) (LB/IN _)




UPPER FRONT PANEL, MOTOR MT PANLES
LOWER BASEPLATE, LOWER FRONT PANEL
LOWER AFT PANEL, UPPER BASEPLATE
UPPER AFT PANEL, LOWER RIGHT PANEL
UPPER & LOWER RIGHT FRONT SUPPORTS
UPPER RIGHT PANEL, TOP PANEL, LEFT PANEL
9.90E+06 0.33 0.107
UPPER & LOWER WARMLOAD SHIELDS
UPPER & LOWER CARD CAGES
UPPER & LOWER WARMLOAD STRUCTURES
3 FIBERGLAS PWR CTRL/MONITOR PWB, UPPER SHELF BKTS 2.00E+06 0.12 0.07
4 6061 ALUM LOWER BASEPLATE 9.90E+06 0.33 0.183
5 6061 ALUM SIDEMOUNT 9.90E+06 0.33 0.12138
8 BERYLLIUM RF SHELVES 4.25E+07 0.1 0.067
10 FIBERGLAS LOWER CARD CAGE CIRCUIT CARDS 2.00E+06 0.12 0.16673
11 CRES POWER CTRL/MONITOR STANDOFFS 2.60E+07 0.27 0.286
12 6061 ALUM POWER CTRL/MONITOR BKT, RADIATOR PANEL 9.90E+06 0.33 0.098
13 ......... FICTITIOUS MASSLESS MATERIAL 1.00E+02 0.3 1E-06
14 FIBERGLAS UPPER CARD CAGE CIRCUIT CARDS 2.00E+06 0.12 0.10876
15 6061 ALUM TOP PANEL W/MIRROR 9.90E+06 0.33 0.10366
30 6061 ALUM REFLECTOR ASSEMBLIES 9.90E+06 0.33 0.107
106 STEEL MOTOR SHAFT 2.90E+07 0.3 0.283






NASTRAN FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
The NASTRAN finite element model of the METSAT AMSU-A1 Module is shown in its entirety in Figures Ala thru Aid
in this appendix. Figure Ald is a section view of the model, showing the components modeled in the interior (i.e. shelves,
card cages, warmload structures). Elements and grids are highlighted in the piece part models that are combined to form
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Figure A-67 METSAT AMSU-AI 1331445-1 Lower Left Shield Grid Points































































Figure A-69 METSAT AMSU-AI 133144_-1 Lower Left Shield Shell Elements



































1 A _r 1996
Figare A-71 METSAT AMSU-AI 1331,145-1 Lower Left Shield Beam Elements



































































Figure A-73 METSAT AMSU-AI 133164%1 Upper Left Shield Grid Points























































I A _r 1996
Figure A-75 METSAT AMSU-AI 1331647-1 Upper Left Shield Shell Elements








































































Figure A-77 METSAT AMSU-AI 1331647-1 Upper Left Shield Beam Elements
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Figure A-U4 METSAT AMSU-A1 1356962-1 Power Control/Monitor Assembly Printed























































































































































































































































Figure A-137 METSAT AMSU-A1 1355777-1 Upper Reflector Assembly Point Elements
A-135
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